


Each athlete will have as much time as they need to practice skills
and get properly warmed up for their tryout. There will be a
designated section of the mat for athletes to get warmed up. 
NO skills are allowed to be warmed up on Tumbl Trak and staff will
not be providing any spotting.

Athletes will demonstrate a minimum of 3 and a max of 5 skills
for each level starting at Level 1 until highest tumbling ability is
reached. We recommend demonstrating as many PASSES as
possible. This will demonstrate your highest tumbling ability
within each level most accurately. 

When demonstrating tumbling passes, each skill inside of the
pass will count toward the maximum of 5 skills to be evaluated
per level. Use the charts below to reference and choose the
skills you will demonstrate at tryouts.

Staff will be evaluating overall tumbling technique as well as
the following.

Body Control
Arm Placement
Landings
Strength / Flexibility / Mobility
Athletic Potential



All athletes will demonstrate the following jumps.
Single Toe Touch
Double Toe Touch
Single Front Hurdler (Athlete may choose right or left)
Double Front Hurdler (Athlete may choose right or left)

Athletes may be asked to re-demonstrate any single jump or double
jump series. Athletes can ask to do any of the required jumps up to
ONE additional time.

In addition to overall technique, while assessing jumps we will be
noting the following.

Leg Placement
Arm Placement
Landings
Jump Height
Pointed Toes
Strength / Mobility / Flexibility
Athletic Potential



All athletes are expected to demonstrate a dance at team
placements. Upon registration, counts and video footage will be
emailed directly.

You will receive counts and video of 2 dances. An intermediate
version and an advanced version. Reference below for what dance
your athlete needs to practice and demonstrate at placements.

Intermediate (Ages 9 and under)
Advanced (Ages 10 and older)

Anyone 9 and under who wants to learn the advanced version is
welcome to, however this will not be expected.

While evaluating the dance portion at tryouts we will be looking at
the following.

Arm placement
Timing and memory
Strength of motions
Performance (facials and energy)
Confidence



Anyone that has interest in being a flyer or has been a flyer on a
previous team will demonstrate the body positions listed below.

Flyers have a huge role and responsibility on a cheer team. A teams
ability to handle difficult stunts as well as choreograph various
creative elements relies largely on a flyers flexibility and stregnth.

Flyers will demonstrate the following body positions.
Right Heel Stretch
Left Heel Stretch
Right Scale
Left Scale
Bow ‘n’ Arrow (standing on right, pulling left)
Kick Scorpion (standing on right, pulling left)



           Athletes will demonstrate a minimum of 3 and a max of 5 skills
for each level starting at Level 1. A standing, and running skill needs
to be demonstrated. 


